chapter XVIII
IN JAPAN
E
VEN a bishop with a whole Cathedral choir behind to sing
Amen would hesitate to risk his Episcopal reputation by
praying for fine weather in the summer in Japan.    It
rained, and rained and rained—not the gentle intermittent
showers that can be dealt with at home by the intercession often
enough of even a Nonconformist minister but in such downpours
as would make Rome itself hesitate to intervene with a tentative
" De tempestate."   It rained in Kyoto, in Tokyo, and in Nikko
and the weather was hot and steamy.   It may be asked : Why
then go to Japan in summer ?   As a matter of fact it is an escape
from even more trying climates, for the heat and rain in the
neighbouring countries are  even  more pronounced and the
advantages fewer.    For in Japan one has innumerable com-
pensations.   It is a country of many fascinations—in scenery, art
and civilisation—and even my mountain prowls in and around
Nikko, undertaken as often as not, in wet or cloudy weather,
were enjoyable.   I was often accompanied by a little group of
scholars—three boys of the Higher, Middle and Lower schools,
for it was holiday time and they were unoccupied.   The thirst for
education is stupendous and foremost is the craving to speak
English.   It is sometimes a drawback, for, when their natural
timidity is overcome, the Japanese youth does not hesitate to seize
every opportunity to take a lesson in that language and he is at
times over-persistent.
I was met on one of my afternoon walks—it was clearly a
case of being waylaid—by three shy students in their unbecoming
blue cotton uniforms and ugly peaked caps. They were evidently
brothers, the eldest about sixteen years of age, the others perhaps
twelve and ten. They held me up. " Sir," said the eldest,
gravely removing his cap and speaking very slowly, " we students
of the Upper, Middle and Lower school wish you a happy New
Year.'* The fact that it was the month of July did not affect the
evident genuineness of their salutation—and then they all bowed,
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